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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS note we investigate the asymptotics of degree one harmonic maps between a fixed 
domain hyperbolic surface and a family of hyperbolic surfaces which are degenerating in the 
Teichmiiller space (T,) of compact surfaces of genus g > I; these asymptotics then provide 
insight into the nature of degeneration of hyperbolic metrics to boundary points of F, the 
Thurston compactitication of T,. The original description of Thurston’s compactification 
([Zl]. see also [6]) treated the measure theory of the asymptotics. and in a previous paper 
[23]. WC discussed an interpretation of this measure theory in terms of harmonic maps; here 
we concentrate on more geometrical aspects, exposing some of the finer structure of r,‘“. 
Viewing these asymptotics as an example of a class of harmonic maps with arbitrary 
large total energy. WC dcscribc a “bubbling” phenomenon that seems to be slightly different 
from those in [17], [I??], [2], and [9] (Set [24] for a good comparative discussion). For 
example. Sacks and Uhlenbeck (See [l7]) minimiLe the energy of a map with a bound on 
the energy and then note that it is possible for the energy density of the maps to blow up at 
a finite number of points, yielding harmonic maps of a neighborhood of those points to 
spheres. We will look at families of energy minimizing harmonic maps from surfaces onto 
hyperbolic surfaces whose total energy is blowing up but whose total urea is uniformly 
bounded; we will find that at a finite number of points, the area density will blow up, 
yielding harmonic maps of neighborhoods of those points onto hyperbolic ideal polygons. 
Our first main result is a more detailed picture of this degeneration: we show, for 
harmonic diffeomorphisms of high energy, that we can decompose the domain surface into 
a family of (geodesic) flat polygons {P!“‘} (with isolated interior singularities) and we can 
decompose the range surface into a corresponding family of hyperbolic (geodesic) polygons 
{Q:‘“) so that the harmonic map between the two surfaces is closely approximated on each 
flat polygon P[“’ by a harmonic diniomorphism between Pf’“’ and its corresponding 
hyperbolic polygon Qhyp. 
To be more spccilic, we need to introduce some notation and definitions. Let (M. aldc1’) 
represent a smooth compact surface M equipped with a hyperbolic metric a/d:]‘. If 
(M, l~]dw]‘) is AI equipped with a different hyperbolic metric, then we know that, because of 
the negative curvature of the target, in the homotopy class of the identity map id: AI -+ M, 
there exists a unique harmonic diffeomorphism ~‘(0. p): (M, nldzl’) + (.1f, ~ldn~j’) 
([Sl; [I I]; Cl93; [18-J). 
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Dejinicions. Let y(f) = j(fi 6, p) denote the Jacobian determinant of the map 
/:(M, cr) --, (M. p) and Area,(/(E)) = I,g(f)dri(a) denote the p-measure of the set f’(E). 
We’ll say that f: M -. Xi is an s-deformation of a map IV: bf -+ .!I if II/- w jlC’,M.a, < E. 
Let u and p be metrics on a domain D in M and/: (M, a) + (df. p) a homeomorphism of 
hf. We’ll call P c D a right u-polygon in D if SP is a simple broken o-geodesic in D with 
interior angles rr,‘Z at the breaks and a simply connected interior in D; we’ll say the breaks in 
the geodesics are the vertices of P. We’ll say a right a-polygon P and a right p-polygon Q are 
jlrelated if/maps the vertices of P to the vertices of Q and (f(P), ?(f(P))) is isotopic to 
(Q, ?Q). rel the vertices of Q; of coursefneed not map P onto Q. 
If/: (Jf, a) 4 (Jf. p) is a homeomorphism. P a right a-polygon, Q a right p-polygon. and 
P and Q arefrelated, then we can solve ([ IO]) the problem of harmonically mapping P onto 
Q, with the following Dirichlet data: the vertices of P should be taken to the vertices of Q. 
and C’P should be taken onto 2Q with parameterization proportional to arclength. The 
solution to such a problem <:(P, a) + (Q, p) will be called the (I; P, Q) polygonal harmonic 
map. 
If we can write M = uJ=, Pi where the Pi are right o-polygons with pairwise disjoint 
interiors, then we say that {PI,. . . , P,) is a right a-polygonalization of M. A right 
a-polygonalization (Pi} of bf and a right p-polygonalization {Qi} of M are/lrelated if Pi is 
$related to Qi for each I I i 5 s. If i: (M, a) + (bf, p) is map, (Pi} a right a-polygonaliz- 
ation, (Q,} anf-related right p-polygonalization. and the restriction [:(Pi. Q) + (Qi, p) is an 
(1; Pi. Qi) polygonal harmonic map for each I i; i 5 s. then we will say that 
( : (hf. a) -+ (M, p) is an (I; (Pi 1, {Qi}) polygonalized harmonic map. 
We say that a harmonic map w : (hf. a) -+ (hf. p) is (I:. q. s) polygonally localized if there is 
an c-deformation f: bf + Af of w: icf 4 M together with jLrelated right u- and p-poly- 
gonalizations {P, jfWt and {Qi};_, of hf and an (/; {P,}, {Qi}) polygonalized harmonic map 
[:(M,u)-,(M,p) so that 
d@(q)* C(Y)) < 4. 
Here dP(. , .) denotes distance measured in the metric p. A sequence w, : (M, a) + (M, /I.) of 
harmonic maps (E. s) localizes if there is an c-deformationj”: M -+ M of w,: M + M together 
with anf,-related right u- and p-polygonalizations {Pi..} and (Qi.,}, and (f.. {Pi,.}, {Qi,.}) 
polygonalized harmonic map i.: (M, a) + (M, p) so that 
Qw,(q). C,(Y)) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. 
We say the sequence {w,} of harmonic maps (0, $-localizes if we can take E = 0. 
Thus a map is (E, q, s) polygonally localized if it can almost be described as a piecewise 
harmonic map between polygonal pieces with geodesic boundary; since a harmonic map 
w:(M, a) -(M,p) depends on the global geometry of both (M, a) and (M, p). we 
expect w:(M, a) + (M, p) to be (c, q, s) localized with small (c, q, s) only under extreme 
circumstances. 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let [p,] be a sequence of points in Teichmiiller space learing all compact 
sets in T,. Then for all c > 0, there is a subsequence which we will also cull [p.] and a Jiimily of 
deformurions {f”} of the harmonic mclps w,(u, p.):(hf, u) -+ (M, pm) so that 
(i) There is a set of points ( p,, . . . , p,} E M, 1 15 4y - 4, so rhur 
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(ii) If Qj is a a-smufl neighborhood about p,, then l/n ,4rea,f,(Rj) tends to a positice 
inreyrr zJ as n -, x. 
(iii) There is a metric e0 which is conformal to u and Jut away from neighborhoods of 
{PI.. . . . p,) with thefollowing propertyfor ull q > 0 there is an N(q) so thutfor n > N(q), the 
harmonic map w,(cr,, , pm) : (,%f. co) + (Xi. p,) (E. 9. s) polygonully localizes. 
Here we may take {PI.“. . . . , P,..} (the right o-polygonukations) to consist of 
a,-rectangles and right u. - (2~~ + 4)gons in each Rj. and we may use f” as the deformation of 
w(a. p. ). 
(iv) Moreover, if f [pm] ) is “us_vmptotic to a hurmonic maps rap from (,$I, IT)” (to be deJined 
later). then there is a mtwic CI~ us uboce so thut the sequence ~(a, p.):(Af, a,) + (Af, p,)(O. s) 
locakes. 
Here we may choose (PI.., . . . , P,..} independent of n. 
In summary. f. here represents a slight reparameterization of the domain surface. Then 
statement (i) says that there are a finite number of points where, up to that reparameteriz- 
ation, the Jacobian determinant of the harmonic map becomes arbitrarily large; everywhere 
else on hf. the Jacobian determinant tends to zero. Of course, by the Gauss-Bonnet 
Theorem, the image area of a univalent harmonic map onto a hyperbolic surface must be 
4n(g - I); statement (ii) says that this image area, when pulled back to the domain surface 
(M. u). will tend to accumulate in packets of integral multiples of II around the points {p,} 
described in (i). To discuss the last statement, WC need some background. Consider 
a (singular) foliation .P on M with a finite number of finite pronged singularities (i.e. a class 
of projcctivc mcasurcd foliations), and a conformal structure (izf. a). Then there is a “ray” in 
q of hyperbolic metrics 11, so that the harmonic map w,:(~%f. a) -+ (M, p,) has 9 as its 
minimal stretch direction (singular) foliation (see [23]). WC will say that a family [p,,] is 
“asymptotic to a harmonic maps ray” if the induced minimal stretch (singular) foliation for 
w,:(Af, u) -+ (M, p,) converges quickly enough: the terminology is meant to suggest that the 
family p, respects a harmonic maps synthetic geometry for Teichmiillcr space. 
In this paper, WC also discuss the depcndcnce of high energy harmonic maps upon their 
domain surface (M, a). That there is a dependence contrasts with results in [23]. where we 
showed that there was a measure theoretic sense in which a family of high energy maps 
w(u, p,): (M, a) + (M, p) was asymptotically independent of the domain surface (M, a), as 
[p,] left all compact sets in q; here, however, we show that the domain strongly influences 
the pattern of image polygons. In particular, the image polygons are given as finite 
approximations to the complementary regions of a geodesic lamination L (See [4] for 
definitions); we describe how the topology of this lamination depends on the domain (M, a). 
To be more specific, again let [p,] be a harmonic maps ray associated to 9 and [u] so that 
the harmonic maps w,:(hf, a) + (hf. p,) have 9 as their minimal stretch direction foliation. 
Then associated to 9 and (M, u) is a natural complementary foliation; this foliation carries 
the topological type of the geodesic lamination L on (M, p,). 
We show that for a certain generic set of foliations 9, if (M, p,) represents a ray from 
(M, u) and (M, pi) represents a ray from (M, u’) each with 9 as minimal stretch direction 
(singular) foliation, then (I) the geodesic lamination determining the image polygons for 
w,:(nf, a) --, (M. p,) depends on the conformal structure for (M, u), (2) the geodesic lamina- 
tion determining the image polygons for w;:(~Vf, a’) + (M, p;) depends on the conformal 
structure for (M. 6’). but (3) the geodesic lamination for [;:(M, a) --*(AI. pi) depends on 
(M. u), not (M. a’) and is, in general, different from the geodesic lamination described in (2). 
Technically, this will mean that the ray (M. pi). is asymptotic to the harmonic maps ray 
(M. p,), so that all rays which converge to the same (gcncric) 3 will be asymptotic. Such 
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a result may be required for a useful notion of “asymptotic” in a harmonic maps synthetic 
geometry of T,. 
This paper is organized as follows. In $2, we introduce our notation, recall the harmonic 
map coordinates for T, introduced in 1231. and prove our main lemma and a corollary on 
the asymptotics of the harmonic maps for a distinguished family of target surfaces: a ray in 
those coordinates. Then. in $3, we prove Theorem 3.1, which is a coordinate-free version of 
the main lemma and the corollary. Finally, in $4. we show that coordinate rays to 
a particular generic set of boundary points are asymptotic in a harmonic maps sense. 
$L DEGENERATION OF A HARMONIC MAPS RAY 
Let M_,(M) denote the space of metrics ~ldwl’ on M so that the Gaussian curvature of 
p is identically - 1. The group Dif& of diffeomorphisms of M homotopic to the identity 
acts on .K_, by pullback: if LED@,. 4-p = 4’~. We define the Teichmiiller space of 
genus g, T, = ,K- ,/Dif$,, to be the equivalence classes of metrics in .K_ I under the action 
of DifT,. 
Let (M,ald:12) and (N,pldw12) be smooth Riemannian surfaces. For a Lipschitz 
map w:(M, aldz12)+(N,pldw12) we define the holomorphic energy density to be 
Z = X(w; 0, P) = ~P~~(=~~/(o(z~~~l~,12 and the anti-holomorphic energy density to be 
9’ = Y(w; 6. p) = (p(w(t))/(a(z)))l wf12. Then the energy density is E = e(w; (I, p) = X + Y, 
the Jacobian determinant of the map is ,f = d(w; CT, p) = .X’ - Y’ and the total energy 
E = E(w, 6. P) = I&# ( c w. CT, p)adzdL Evidently, while the total energy dcpcnds upon the 
metric structure of the target, it only dcpcnds upon the conformal structure of the source. 
The Euler-Lagrange equation for the energy functional is 
r(w) = W,f + (logp),w,w, = 0; 
a map which is a critical point of the energy functional satisfies this equation weakly and is 
called a (weakly) harmonic map. For our purposes, a different perspective is useful: if WC pull 
back the target metric form pldwJ2 by the map w, it decomposes by type as 
W*p(dW12 = pw,&dz2 + (plw,12 + p(wf(2)dzdZ + Gd? 
= cDdz2 + aedzdf + @dZ2. 
If f(w; CT, p) # 0, it is easy to show (See [18]) that w is harmonic if, and only if, @dz2 is 
a holomorphic quadratic differential on (M, aldz12). Let Qo(a) denote the 3y - 3 dimen- 
sional complex vector space of holomorphic quadratic difierentials on (M, aldz12). 
One associates to every holomorphic quadratic differential Q, = @(:)dz2 on a Riemann 
surface a canonical (singular) measured foliation as follows. If m,(p) # 0, then by using the 
canonical coordinate C(z) = j,md z z, we write Q, = di2 in a neighborhood U 3 p. If we 
write { = 5 + iq, then the horizontal foliation Fe, her is given by the curves q = const and the 
transverse measure pe, her given locally by setting, for an arc y c U, /la,. h‘,r(Y) = I, ldql. We 
define the measured foliation (Fe.,,,. Fe. “,,) similarly using the lines {{ = const} and 
~.&i) = I, ld<I. These measured foliations easily extend to neighborhoods of the points 
p where 0(p) = 0. 
In the case where 0dz2 = di2 is determined by a harmonic map w, the foliations 
integrate the (singular) line fields determined by the maximal and minimal stretch directions 
of the differential dw : (TM, a) -, (TM, p). 
Let _&9(M) be the space of equivalence classes of measured foliations up to isotopy 
and Whitehead moves. If (9, II) * (9’. tp’) in JF(M), then we say that (9, p) and V’, p’) 
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lie in the same projective equivalence class; we denote the space of projective equivalence 
classes by dF(.U ). We have described above a natural map from QD(a) into -KS(M) 
which associates to a holomorphic quadratic differential its vertical measured foliation. 
Hubbard and Masur [12] (see also [14]) showed that this map is a homeomorphism onto 
all of .K.F(bf ). There is thus a natural homeomorphism from the points at x in the vector 
space QD(a) onto 39(M). 
Define, on (.\f, alki’) the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
4 s2 
Ad=-- 
a+c= _ ‘, 
and the Gauss curvature K(a) = - f Ad log 6. 
One derives from the Euler--Lagrange operation the Bochner type equation (see [ 193) 
A,logX = - ~K(JP),~ + ZK(a). 
If k’(k)) = - 1, as it will always be for us, this takes the form 
(2.1) 
A,logX = 2,p + 2K(a). (2.2) 
Define the Bcltrami differential of the map to be v = v(n.; 6, p) = (wr/wz)(dZ/ldc), a tensor of 
type ( - 1, I). We note the factorization @(w; 0, p) = a.K(w; u, ~I)v(w; u, p); as a conse- 
qucncc of equation (2.2) and the holomorphicity of a,. we find 
A,,loglvl’ = 4K(p),f; (2.3) 
here lvl’ is a function on M. 
Wc now rcvicw the discussion of [23]. which is based on the following construction. 
Choose a point [,I] E 7; and represent it by a hyperbolic metric 71ldwl~. Let w(u, 71) denote 
the unique harmonic map w(a, p):(bf, uld:J2) + (hf. pldw12) in the homotopy class 
of the identity map id:M --, AI. We define a map a: 7, + QD(u) by the map 
‘I’([/‘]) = (H’((T, 7,)*(,,I~H.l?))2*(‘. 
TIIFORI:M 2. I. ([I H], [23]) 0 is u homcomorphism onto a/l ofQD(u). 
Thus Qu(u) provides global coordinates for T, via the inverse map O- ‘, and to a ray 
(r(D”; (D,, # 0, r > 0; we can associate a family of classes of metrics [p,] c T,. Then using 
the fact that if w:(M, ald:12) d(M, pldw12) is harmonic then so is id:(M, uldc12) --, 
(bf, w*(pldw12)), we see that to a ray t(I), c QD(u) we can associate a family of metrics 
p, c Jf _, with the property that id:(M, uldz12) + (M, p,ldw,12) is harmonic and 
id*(p I~w,[~)**~ = t@,dz’. 
l&w let J,(r) = #(id; u, p,)(r) and lv,12(r) = Iv(id; u, &)1*(r), where rEM. Our main 
technical tool is 
LESI%l1A 2.2. 
(i) If U is u nc~iyhhorhood on which o. # 0, then lv,j2 + 1 in C’**(U, ~~fk~~). 
(ii) IjO, # 0. fltm ‘f,,(y) + 0 NS t -+ cc. 
(iii) I/O,(p) = 0. rhen ,fl,:(p) + x us I+ rx. and Iv,12(p) = Ofor all t 2 0. 
(iv) 7/’ m,(p) = 0. und B,(p) represents a bull of u-radius E > 0 around p. then 
jR ,y, ,f, Al (a) + 7[ ord,@,,. where ord,@, denotes the or&r of the zero of @, al p. 
(v) If 7 is un urc ofthr hori:ontul (mu.rimul srrerched) foliution of @,, and K,,,(U) represents 
the p,-gcde.sk currutwc of ;: then u,,,(y) + 0 us r -+ cc. 
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Rrmark. In [23], we proved that the compactification TghP’” of T, obtained by identify- 
ing T, z QD(a) via Q, and then adjoining the points at x in QD(a) as boundary was the 
Thurston compactification T, h of T,: there we regarded the points at CC in QD(a) as the 
space YY(,%f) of projective measured vertical foliations of rays {CO,,) in QD(a). Our proof 
was, in some sense. measure theoretic: we showed that for t sufficiently large and for enough 
homotopy classes [y] of simple closed curves, the minimum p,-length of pi] was well 
approximated by twice the minimum transverse measure of [y] with respect to the vertical 
foliation for to,, so that the projective measured foliation for CD, represented a natural 
boundary point for ([p,] ) = @-‘(~3,) in T,. Of course, while there we regarded 9’3 as 
?v. one may also regard ?Tlh as the space jPY of projective measured geodesic 
laminations (see, for instance [4]): a measured geodesic lamination is a closed disjoint union 
of simple geodesics (usually not closed geodesics) which carries a finite measure on 
transverse arcs, invariant under translation along leaves. We regard Lemma 2.2 as a more 
geometric description of the asymptotics of harmonic maps than the comparison of lengths 
and measures of [23J: we see the harmonic map id :(M, 0) 4 (M, p,) collapsing the entire 
horizontal foliation, with the exception of those leaves that pass through a zero of aD,, onto 
a lamination naturally dual to the lamination in .Y’Y’ that represents the limiting point of 
to, in Tj”‘,. 
Prooj: Suppose (D,(q) # 0, and U is a neighborhood of y on which O,,(q) # 0. We 
rewrite equation (2.3) as 
A,,log I;‘[v,)~ = 4f, (2.4) 
so that A,tlog I/lv,J* = 4r,f, > 0. 
We first get a bound on ,9,(y) for (1~ U. Since only the conformal structure and not the 
metric of the source is rclcvant to the harmonic map problem, we might as well replace 
r~ with a metric 0” which is flat (i.e. o,, = I) in U and hyperbolic outside a small neighbor- 
hood of U. Then t log I/[ \~,I2 is subharmonic on U so that 
tlog l/lv,l2(q) < (I&‘) - I 
I 
rlog I/(v,12dA(a,) 
fM4 
where B,(y) c U is a ball around y of a,-radius R. We rewrite this as 
From this we see that 
<p;(Y) 5 %,dA(ff,) (2.5) 
But we can write j, = &‘,( I - JY,(‘) (where M,(r) = N(id; (I, p,)(r)) and M, = fI@‘ol/alv,l so 
that 
Y I@‘01 (1 - lv,12) 
t,og,;,l-z = - blV,l loglv,l-’ (2.6) 
In [23], we showed (Proposition 4.3) that Iv,I’(r)f 1 in Co(U); thus for t sufficiently large 
(depending on U), 
0 < c-1 <(I - Iv,I2)/loglv,1-2) < c < co (2.7) 
on U. Then. using that I@,[ > E on U while for I sufficiently large Iv,] > I - E on U, we see 
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that equations (2.5). (2.6) and (2.7) yield 
where c, depends on E. R and the Tchosen so that t > T. Finally we use that K(p,) = 
that 
thus 
dA( p,) = - 2q(M 1; 
- 
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(2.8) 
1 so 
where c2 depends on inj(,Zf, ald:l’). This, together with equation (2.8) yields 
A(Y) 5 c3 
where cJ depends on E. R, T and inj(M. aldz12). 
(2.9) 
(i) Equations (2.4) and (2.9) show that Aloglv,Iz is bounded on U; since lv,l’t 1 in 
C”(U). standard estimates ([HI; Problem 4.8a) now give that loglv,)* + 0 in C’.‘(U). This 
then proves (i). 
(ii) Let CD,,(p) = 0 and consider the topological annulus A, around p defined by 
A, = (I:/:! 5 IOol/a 5 2~;. In A,, for f sutriciently large. we have that Iv,1 > f. Next we write 
equation (2.3) as 
A,log l/Iv,] = 4f(J@,J/a)sinhlog I/Iv,1 
If we choose coordinates i in A, so that @,,dz* = d(* and work in the metric Id<l’, then in A, 
our inequality becomes 3’/c’{3ch 2 4?/ wherej, = log l/lv,l; on SA,, if Iv,1 > f,fi < log2. 
Thus, by the maximum principle, for < = re”, I/;({)1 cx(llI) where j(lcl) satisfies 
~“(I<[) + lil-‘/:‘(lil) = 41_,?(ljl) subject to the boundary conditionsf;(iE) =x(2&) = 1082. 
We conclude that on the curve C = {lQOl/a = E}, the function log l/Iv,\ = I/,,,1 <f;(c) < 
(log 2)2 - ‘k ‘. Thus 
I - (vp < k2 -*J* (2.10) 
for 1 sufficiently large. r > T(K). 
Now f, = -%;(I - Iv,12) and Ju; = rl@,,(/(u~v,I), so for (l@,,&)(q) = E > 0, and t > T(c) 
so that I \I,( > f, we have g,,(q) < 2rck2 - 1J -, 0, proving (ii). 
(iii) On the other hand, suppose Q,,(p) = 0. Then U,(p) = Y(H..; 6, p,)(p) = 0 for all f, so 
that Y,(P) = X,(P). 
We first replace the hyperbolic metric old:12 by the flat metric a,~dz~2 in a neighbor- 
hood U of p; thus for the rest of the paragraph we consider the functions &’ = (a/a,) JV,, 
Jp = (a/o,J,f, and V: = (a/a,)Y,. Then, using that j,(’ = #’ - t2~~0)2/(u~31r~), we 
rcwritc equation (2.2) in U as 
A,,, log .H’: = 2X: - 2f*)u+)(2/(ui&JYp). 
Setting h, = log X’p, we rewrite this as 
AoOh, = Zexp(h,) - 2tzl@,~*exp( - h,)/ui. 
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Now, if Oc, has a zero of order m. then we can write ]@,Jz;ai 2 Crzm, where (r, 0) are polar 
coordinates for U in the flat metric a,ldc!‘; with no loss in generality, we could alter our 
original choice of Q, to assume that I@,!‘,‘a,j 2 rzm in U. 
Consider the function 
r; = 
i 
4;(t _ i’r2)-Z. r 5 j-1 ~m+2~t-lilm+21ml~~m+Ll~j + ,)l!(m+Zl 
trm. r24 -1 ~m+Z~t-l.lm+2~~l.~m+:~~~ + ,)l;(m+Z) 
where 7 = y(t) = m m~~+2~~t~~m+2~t2:~m+Zl(j + m)-bw+*Llm+21 and let c, = log v,. Then 
C,E C'(U) and weakly satisfies Anor, 2 2exp I’, - 2t21@,l’exp( - r,) (cf. [8]. $10.4). Now, 
R c c U. and on c’R we have -W; = ~[0~l/(a,]v,1) 2 rrm/lv,I > trm because Iv,J < 1. Thus 
h, > LJ, on ?R and since Zexp(:) - 2t21@,l’exp( - =)/a: is monotone increasing in z. the 
weak maximum principle for weak subsolutions of quasilinear equations ([S]. Theorem 
10.7) applies to show that L’, I h, on R. However at p, o,(p) = logy(t) 4 <co as r -+ SC’. So we 
conclude that X,(p) = (a,/a)exph, -. x as t 4 cc. proving (iii). 
(iv) Let B,(p) represent a ball of u-radius E > 0 around p. We may write equation (2.2) as 
A, log t@,/,s, = 2,A. 
Then since 3; = r@,/(aF,) 2 I and is C2. 
I 
2 je ,,,, 9, JA (a) = 1s ,,,, A, log r@,,/F, = 
,,,,,,,Vlogr@,-nils, - J,,,,,,,VlogG;nds,. Since by(i), ;, -+ I in C’.“as‘r + co. we see that 
~J;,,,,,,@&J) --, 2nord,&. 
(v) Now let y be such that O,,(cl) # 0. Then WC can choose coordinates i = 5 + ir/ in 
a neighborhood of y so that cD,,tl:’ = d;‘; in thcsc coordinates the target metric II,]~H’]~ = 
((Tu, + 2r)d<’ + (UP, - 2r)drl’. A horizontal curve 7 for the foliation has (local) equation 
~1 = constant and gcodcsic curvature ([ 151. cqn. 42.8) 
Now rn’, = a.Yi + uY, = tl@,,I(Iv,)-’ + Iv,]) = r(l~,I-~ + Iv,/) in our coordinates. Thus 
K,,,(Y) = ;,,, - IY,l2),~,-‘JV,I-2(ar, + 2t)-1’2 $1 
= gf,-$p(oe, + 2,,-1/2e 
arllvl 
since 8, = X,(l - lv,12). Now c&U;;’ = Iv,l/lU+,l, so since Iv,] -t 1 in CL*‘, we see that 
ky,(y) = o(r- I”) as r + a. (Actually, we can improve on this rate: in terms of the coordinate 
[ and the flat metric Idi]’ in the annulus A, (cf. the proof of (ii)), the equation (2.10) takes 
the form A,,, log l/Iv,] = 4r sinh log l/Iv,/; thus, in coordinates A,,(a/aq)(log l/Iv,]) = 
4r(coshlog l/lv,l)(?/~~)(log l/lv,I).As in theproofof(ii), weconcludethat (d/Zq)l,,log I/Iv,], 
hence (?/?~))v,I. is O(r -‘k”); thus KJ;‘) = ~(t-*‘~~-~~‘) for y c A,.) 0 
We claim next that the harmonic map H’,(c. p,) has an asymptotically simple structure as 
t + r,. Specifically, suppose 0,(p) = 0 and let P = P, be the interior of @,-right regular 
polygon of @,-side length c. whose sides arc all horizontal or vertical segments of leaves of 
the @,,-foliations: if p is a zero of order n. P is a (2n + 4)-gon. 
We choose a lift $,:(M, a) -(:G,/7,) of (.II, n) into the universal cover of (M, p,). 
Consider a particular image of G,(c’P) as a topological polygon: to each vertex v of P, we 
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have the vertex G,(r) of $,(?I’). We build a new polygonal region F, by connecting the 
vertices {G,(r)) with hyprbolic geodesics. Thus P and p, are Et-related, in the language of 
the introduction. 
We next notice that ?P’, is uniformly close to G,(2P) as sets. For horizontal edges, 
Lemma Z.?(v) tells us that if H is a horizontal edge of SP, then K;,(H’,(H)) is uniformly small, 
and elementary hyperbolic geometry tells us that a curve with uniformly small geodesic 
curvature K is uniformly close (within tanh -’ K) to a geodesic connecting its endpoints. If 
C’ is a vertical edge. then for Ia,(G,( I’)). the 5,-length of c’,( I’), we have the estimate 
I, (\?,(k’)) = s 2,’ 2 - 9: 2ds(a) 1 
I sup .GV;,‘2 sup(l - Y,Li2/.X:‘2) &(a). 
, V s V 
Now we have that .X; = tl@,,I;‘a/ \‘,I and 4p~.‘2/Jy‘~‘2 = 1 v,I, and we recall the estimate (2 IO) 
I - Iv,~ = O(e-‘x ‘); we conclude that Ip,(G,(Y)) = O(t”ze-C~“). In particular if I:, and rZ 
are the two vertices of I’, d,,(E,(r,), G,(L.~)) is very small, so that E’,( t’) is very close to the 
j,,-geodesic connecting 3,(r, ) and G,(r2). 
WC define a map c, : P 4 (.6. p,) by tirst defining ;‘, on (7P; we start by requiring that if r is 
a vertex of cf. then c(r) = G,(r). Next wc require that if E is an edge of 2P, then the image of 
E under ;‘, should bc the pcodcsic connecting the images of the endpoints of E, with 
paramctcrization dctcrmined proportionately to O,,- and c,-arclength. Finally WC define i’, 
on the interior of P by rcquirinp it to bc the solution of the harmonic map Dirichlct problem 
with boundary values given by <(?I’): that such a map exists and is unique follows from 
work of Morrcy [ 161 and Hamilton [IO]. Thus c is the (E,, P. F,) polygonal harmonic map, 
in the language of the introduction. 
Noxt we claim that if E is an cdgc. then not only is d,;,(G,(E), c(E)) small as a distance 
bctwccn sets. but also. if .y E E. then d,,,(E,(.t-). C(X)) -+ 0 as t + ca. Certainly this is true if E is 
vertical, since all points in question arc arbitrarily close to the vertices, which thcmsclvcs arc 
arbitrarily close together. So 1st If bc a horizontal edge of c?Y, 1 the geodesic in (fi. p,) which 
connects the vertices of @,(ff), XE If. o LL vertex of H, and [o, x] the segment of ff between 
v and x. 
We first compare d,j(P,(r). G,(x)) to I,j,(G,([tl, xl)). Let ji be the P,-geodesic connecting 
P,(c) and G,(x). Since E,( [r, x]) also connects the endpoints of 6, la(G,( [u, x])) 2 /,j(ji). 
Moreover, E,( [c, x]) is easy to estimate: in the obvious notation 
b,W,( cu, xl)) = 
i 
Jr-:‘* + Yji2ds, 
Ir.xl 
= 
i 
Jy::‘(l + )v,))ds, 
lV.Xl 
= s fc,.xI I’ %+J’ 2(, + l,,,l,$ I\*,I1 2 
= Zt”‘l* 
I, 
([r,x]) + 0[f’~2e-‘~“] (2.1 la) 
(from the proof of Lemma X(ii)). On the other hand, if we consider z: [0, I] + II? to be 
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a constant speed parameterization of 5 and 3i,, the horizontal component of 1, then 
(from the estimate preceding (2.1 la) or the definition of t@,, = (w:~,)~*O). 
2 2~‘~~(rninirnurn @,-length of a curve connecting I) and .u) 
= 2t “%q,( [r. x-J, (2. I I b) 
because H is a @,-geodesic which connects u and X. So, from (2. I Iit) and (2. I I b) we conclude 
d,@,(o), k,(x)) = I&c,( [v, xl)) + O(I “2e - Q’) 
= d,j,(c(r), c(x)) {21,<,(H)t “2/d,j,(Gl(t$ G,(u’))} + O(t ‘!*e - ‘4) 
since c is paramctcrizcd proportionally to fi,- and @,-arclcngth, and where u’ is the other 
endpoint of II. Again. 2~~~,(fr)r”‘/d,(r,(~), G,(u’)) = I + O(e -‘v”) so that the above csti- 
mate (recall G,(r) = i;(u)) gives 
d,+,(r). G,(x)) = dp,(G,(u). c(x)) + O(f “*e - +. (2.12) 
Now we are intercstcd in finding d(E,(x), c(x)); so let 9 be the point on the gcodcsic 
1 = c(H) which is nearest to G,(x): clcmcntary hyperbolic geometry convinces one that 
since K,>,(H) is small, there is a unique such point. Thus we can look at the hyperbolic right 
triangle formed by f. P,-gcodcsics connecting G,(u) and G,(X). and the P,-geodesic connecting 
E,(x) to jj on 1. We know that rip,(G,([u, xl)) = O(r”*e -‘J’), so we may conclude that 
d&C,(x), j) = O(r “*e - cJ; ). Then recalling that the hyperbolic Pythagorean thcorcm for 
lengths of sides of a hyperbolic right triangle (133, Theorem 7.11.1) says that 
cash dp,(3,(u), j) = cash dp,(G,(r), G,(x))/cosh dw(G,(x), j), we compute that 
so 
d,+‘,(u), I;) = d&?,(u), G’,(x)) + O(r”*r --+‘~). (2.13) 
d#,(.G &)) 5 d,#,(.4, j) + &,()‘, ;;(.9) 
< O(r “*c - ‘v”) + I d&G,(c), i’,(x)) - dp,(k,(u). y) I 
5 Of, we - c,4 ) + I dfi,(3,(r). G,(x)) - dfi,(E,(c), p) + O(r ’ ‘e - ‘vh/;) I 
from (2.12) by construction 
5 O(r’i2e-CJ’) from (2.13). 
Now let [, = I[, 0 < whcrc n,:(bj, 6,) + (hf. p,) is the projection, also let I,Fand IYin and 
ITi” denote the maximum and minimum p,-lengths of horizontal edges of P,. 
COROLLARY 2.3. (i) d,,(w,(qh &lq)) + 0 as c 4 x for 4 E p. 
(ii) ,y. - l~in~0andI,m*“-~r’2~~Oast--cx~. 
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Proof. We have seen that dd,(G.r(q), c(q)) ---, 0 for q E ?P. Now Jager and Kaul [ 133 shows 
that d3,(E,(-), ;‘;(.)) is subharmonic on (XI, a). so that d;,(G,(q), c(q))‘0 for PEP. On 
applying the distance decreasing projection, we prove (i). Equations (2.1 la) and (2.12) 
demonstrate (ii). 0 
$3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
Let 0. = O( [Pm] ). Then we can set U& = @.//I a’, II and tn = II Q, II where II @ II = II @II ~1 
and obtain the factorization @‘. = tnU&. Now (Do., lives in SQD(a). the unit-l’ sphere of 
Q&a), and by the compactness of this sphere, we find a subsequence U&, which converges 
in C’ to aO, and consequently in all CL. (For convenience, we suppress the subsequence 
notation from here on.) Thus (&f(O) converges to @,o * (0); for simplicity of notation, we will 
discuss the situation for a single (set of) zero(es) of OO.. converging to a single zero of aO. 
Now we would like to say that if P,.. is the 0 ,.,,-right regular polygon region of @,.,-side 
length E with sides of alternately (I+,.,,- horizontal and vertical sides around a zero of (I+,... 
then P,.. converges in C’ to P,, the polygonal region for @,,. *this is true if none of the zeroes 
of %.” “coalesce” in the limit, i.e. if lim # {U);.:(O)} = # (@; t(O)}. The case where some 
II - IU 
zeroes of U+,, do coalesce is not much more dithcult; suppose, for instance, that a,,, has two 
zeroes of order a and Z’ at pm and pi respectively, Q,,(p) = 0. and p,. p: --, p, since the case 
where pi +p for j= I,..., s is only more notationally troublesome. Then for n large 
enough, p, and p: arc very close togcthcr and so there is a O,,, right (non-regular) 
(2(2 + a’) + 4)-gonal region P,., of OO,.- side length E or E + o(n) with sides of alternately 
@,.,-horizontal and vertical sides in a neighborhood of the pair of points {p, p’}. The 
situation is illustrated in the figure. 
Fig. I. 
This means that we can define a diffeomorphism g.:(M, a) --* (M, Q) so that (i) if p is the 
unique point in P, where U+Jp) = 0. then U~~..(g.(p)) = 0, (ii) a small neighborhood of 
o-radius S is carried o-isometrically onto a small neighborhood of y,(p), (iii) y, maps 
horizontal edges of ?P, to horizontal edges of JP,., and vertical edges of L7P, to vertical edges 
of 2P,.. via a parameterization that is proportional to @,- and 0,,,-arclength (for polygons 
SP, around each zero of (0,) and (iv) )I y, - id I)c’(M,~) ---, 0 as n -+ co. 
Definition. We say that (p,} “are asymptotic to a harmonic maps ray from (M, a)” if we 
can find g. satisfying (i)-(ii) so that II g. - id I)c’,.~~.~) = o(E(w(a, p,); Q, p,)- I”). 
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Such a sequence I y,, !. in the coordinates (t,. @,,,). is in some sense asymptotic to the ray 
((r. @,,)it 2 01; by Lemma 3.2 of [23J. J2ri ’ - E(w(~. pm); cr. pm)-’ ‘1 is uniformly bounded. 
In $4. we will show that for a certain generic set G of boundary points, a ray to G defined by 
r& c QD(a’) for (.U. a’) # (-21, a) is asymptotic to a harmonic maps ray from (M, a). 
We next want to apply Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 to prove the theorem. Those results 
are statements about the behavior of 11, and f[ at points of ,U as t -+ x for a path of metrics 
pt associated to a particular ray t@,. To make the analogous statements for an arbitrary 
family p,. we need to establish similar estimates for Y, and /,, corresponding to pm; certainly 
it is enough to find estimates for V, and /, for a family to,,, which are independent of the 
particular @,, E SQD(a). 
Choose m0 E SQD(o). By choosing @ sufficiently near CD,, we can ensure that the zeroes 
of @ are within a-distance 6 of the zeroes of @,, and the annulus {3c/4 I, [@l/a < 4/3s} is 
contained within [c,;! I I@Ol/a 5 2~). Thus the estimates in the proof of Lemma 2.2 (i) and 
(ii) hold uniformly in a neighborhood of @,,: for CD near @,, and for (@,)(y)/a(y) > E/Z. we 
have 1 - Iv,12(y) < c,Y-‘~~ ’ for t > T(E), where Y, corresponds to any ray t@ and c, and c2 
depend only on c. 
Now by our choice of <]., for q~ P, and q # p, there is an I. depending on q so that for 
n sufficiently large I@& g,(q))l/a((&)) > q. Thus, by the chain rule, iff. = w(a, p,)oy. and - 
I’, = .h. r&l.:* wc find that I - (vnlz < c, (y)c -c~‘cO~‘r*. Thus ,g(j”)(.)(y) -. 0 as in Lemma 2.2(n). 
Also, for R a small neighborhood of p, if R’ c c R is a small neighborhood with PER’. 
for )I sullicicntly large, IQ),,.,l/a is bounded away from zero on g.(n) - y,(R’), and 
C ord,@,,., = ord,(D,: . m other words, thr zcrocs of (D,,.” eventually collect within y,,(U). 
8-l %I’ 
Thus, t hc proof of Lemma 22(iv) applies and we conclude that since 
.fl(jA(c/)) - ,f(~(a, ~),))(y,,(cl)) is arbitrarily small, fr,.a(Jfl)dA(a) -+ nerd,@,. proving (ii). 
Next. as in Corollary 2.3, define a harmonic map r, from (PCs.. a,) to a right hyperbolic 
polygonal region in (hi. I?.) with vcrticcs given by the lifts of images of the vertices of 
PC,, under W(C, l),) (i.e. the lifts of image of vrrticcs of P, under 8.); again, the sides arc 
paramctcrizcd proportional to (&- and /j,-arclcngth. Dcline (. to be the projection of ;‘.. 
This dcfincs the right a-polygonali~ation as well as the (.L. (P,}, {in(P,..)}) po)ygonaliLcd 
harmonic map i,, for polygons whose interiors meet CD; ‘(0). By using (I+,,-rcctanglss with 
(D,,.,-horizontal and vertical sides, we extend to a right a-polygonalization of M and to 
a polygonalized harmonic map i,, : (M, a) 4 (M, p.). As above, since our proof of Corollary 
2.3(i) was based only on behavior of boundary arcs of PC,. where we can assume the uniform 
bounds lU+,nl/u > C(E), we see that the proof of Corollary 2.3(i) extends to prove (iii). 
A similar argument proves (iv). First define a new map 4, defined on P, to be the 
projection of a harmonic map f, from (P,. ao) to a right hyperbolic polygonal region in 
(izi, p.) with vertices given by the lifts of images of vertices of P, under w(a, p,); once again, 
the sides are parameterized proportional to OD,- and p,-arclength. Also, as before, the 
arguments extend easily to @,-rectangles whose interiors do not meet @O ‘(0). NOW, for 
ye;‘p,, 
cl&,(y). w(a. p,)(y)) 5 c1,,(5,(4h i,(.y,(Y)) + ~,,(i,k/“(4)h wb. P”M(4))) 
+ d,,.(da. p,)(q,(y)h wb, P.)(4)). (3.1) 
Hcrc <, is dcfincd on P,., as in the proof of (iii). 
The argument of the previous paragraph already shows that the second term on the 
right hand side limits to zero. To set that the first term also limits to zero, let H be 
a a,,-horizontal scgmcnt of C’P, with vcrticcs L’ and L”. Now under the condition of {p,] 
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being asymptotic to a harmonic maps ray we could have chosen our difl’eomorphism q,, 
so that &(L.. y,(r)) = o(r; ’ ‘1 and d,(r’, y.(r’)) = o(r; ’ ?). Of course. for y = I’. r’. q.(r). 
or y,(r.’ ). we have l@o.n(q)j o(q) > E 2. Thus d*,,“(r. y,(r)) = u(t; ’ ’ 1 and 
&,,.(r’. y,(r’)) = o(t, L ‘). Yet as we saw in the proof of Corollary 2.3, 
d,;“(S,(r). ;&7”(r))) = d,,(bqfX P.)(I). C(fl. P,)@.(r))) 
= O(f,L 2 )&,,,“(K y,(r)) 
= n(l): (3.2) 
this proves that the first term of (3.1) limits to zero if y is a vertex of H. To see this for all 
qe H. let ;‘. be the projection of the fi,-geodesic between ii(a. p,)(r) and *(a, fi,)(r’). and I-. 
be the projection of the P,-geodesic between E(a, p.)(g,,(r)) and *(a,P,)(y,(r’)). Then 
elementary hyperbolic geometry tells us that not only is d(:,, I-.) = o(I) as t, -+ x but also 
if YE ;‘. cuts 7. into p,-geodesic segments whose lengths are in the ratio z : I - z, and Y does 
the same for r., then d,.(y, Y) = o(l) as t, + x. independently of the lengths of 7. and I-,. 
Of course. if q cuts H into @,-segments whose lengths are in the ratios Z: L - x. then 
y = t.(q) and Y = i,(g,(y)) by definition, so that the first term of the right hand side of (3.1) 
also limits to zero for all q~ H. 
Finally. since the argument of (3.2) works not just for the vertices of H but for all y with 
I@&q)l/a(q) > c/2, we see from (3.2) that the third term on the right side of (3.1) limits to 
zero. 
A similar and easier argument holds for a O,,-vcrticaI segment of P,, so that we see that 
cl,,“(<,(y). w(a, /I,)(Y)) 4 0 as n -, ,X for qe?P,. As before. the subharmonicity ([ 133) of 
d,,“(,‘,(.). w(n, pm)(‘)) on PC finishes the proof of (iv). 
Wcarclcfttoprovcthclastpartof(i).that,f(j,)(p) -+ x as n + x_. This is slightly more 
delicate as WC no longer have the uniform estimates of IQ)o.nl/~ near p, and in the situation 
whore some zeroes of (I+,.n coalesce to a single lcro of (I),,, the local cl),,.,-geometry near the 
zeroes of (OOVn difl’crs from the local CD,,-geometry near the zero of CD,,. 
Our plan is to modify the proof of Lemma ?.2(iii). showing first that. in neighborhoods 
of (P,; ‘(0). the family of functions X (~(a, p,): (I. p.) -+ x as n -+ r, (and ln + CL). As always. 
it is enough to work in a neighborhood of a single zero of CD,. say p. of order m; choose polar 
coordinates (r, 0) for a flat a,,-neighborhood U about p. Next choose n large and 6, small so 
that d,,(p. @,;.f(O)) = S,; then set k(m) = m(In + 4)/4, z, = min(2-“r,. k(~t1)2-‘~~~‘,Sh’~“‘) 
and c, = Qm)l’l~+~),q lilm*2)_ Notice that c, 2 6,. and that as n -. YI. WC will have h,, + 0 
and t, + pi so that a, + Z. Moreover, since we know that I(Do.nl’/rr: 2 /l,(r - 6,)‘” for 
r > 6, (in U), we may assume for convenience that I@,.,I’/o~ 2 (r - 5,)‘” for r > 6, 
(after possibly renormalizing (@“.. i by requiring II(l)O,n II = /I). Once more dcfinc 
y. = [m/(m + 4)]k(n1)~~““+~‘1~~“~~~~ and 
Again V”EC’(U); we want to show that our choices force b:, to weakly satisfy 
&log b’. 2 22’,, - 2r~lcD,,,J*/(a,~;). The reader will check that this easily holds when 
r 5 cn; for r 2 c,; we notice that A,“tog Il, = 0 and 
K - m%l.“1*/(d v.1 
5 z,rm - r,f(r - Sn)2m/z,rm by our choice of 5, 
= (rm/z,)(zi - $(I - 6,/r)*“) 
= (r”/cx,)(zf’” - t,llm( I - 6,/r))(z~‘“- “cm + . . .) 
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where the last term is positive and comes from factoring the last term of the previous line 
5 (rm/z,)(3,1 m _ ti “(1 _ 6,i(k(m)l (miZ)Z,l/(m+Z))))(l~m-I)im + . . .I since r 2 c, 
= (rm;Z,)(l,l,m _ ft;m _ r;,m(f _ ,I/(,(m)~.‘m+2)1,1.ilm+~))))(Z~~m-1)im + . . .) 
I 0 by our choice of I,. 
AS before, for R c c L’, on SR where Id&l/o > E (independent of n), we have 
Jr-Me, I%); 6, P.) = X = t”lQ)O.nl/(~OlY(~~(Q, p,); 00, P,)l) 
2 t,(r - 3n)m/lv,( (in the obvious notation) 
= fnrrn( I - 8,/r)m/l v,I 
2 2-mt”rm/lv”l 
for n large enough to make r 2 3, 
by definition of a, 
since Iv,1 < I. 
Thus. WC may again invoke the weak maximum principle to conclude that for q~f2. we 
have X,(q) 2 V.(q); moreover. by construction, V,(q) 2 V,(p) + 00 as n -+ co so that 
.X,(q) + 5 uniformly on R as n -+ 00. 
Finally. set g,(p) = p.. where we recall that U&(p.) = 0. Since, by construction, g. is 
a a-isomctry near p. %(L)(p) = d(Nfl, p.)~~g,)(p) = f(w(c p.))(pJ = X;(p.). since 
Oo.,(p,) = 0 implies YJp.) = 0. Thus. since in the last paragraph WC showed &(p,) -+ 00, 
we see that d(g,)(p) + a;, as n + 00. 0 
$4. ASYMPTOTIC HARMONIC MAP RAYS 
In this section, we provide a natural example of sequences of hyperbolic metrics that are 
asymptotic to a harmonic maps ray from (M. a). 
Let (M, a’) denote a hyperbolic surface distinct from (M. a) and let O,,,: q -, QD(a’) 
denote the map defined in Theorem 2.1 which identifies points in Tp with the (2,O) part of 
their pullbacks via harmonic maps isotopic to identity from (M. (I’). 
Definition 4. I. A harmonic maps ray from 6’ is a family of metrics defined by [cDblO. = 
{U$-‘(tU$,)lt 2 o,cDb~QD(a’)). 
Let /3,: QD(a) + .K9 denote the map which assigns to a a-holomorphic quadratic 
differential the equivalence class of its measured vertical foliation. 
Definition 4.2. [01]0, and [@,I,, are convergent harmonic map rays if /?,.(@,b) = c/3,(@,) 
for some c > 0; i.e. if the vertical measured foliations of Q. and U$ are projectively 
equivalent. 
THEOREM 4.3. ([23]. Theorem 4.1. Lemma 4.7) If [U$lb. and [cDo], are convergent 
- 
harmonic map rays. then [ah],,. and [O,], converge in T,‘“. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 0, E SQD(cr) he a holomorphic quadratic differential all of whose zeroes 
are simple andfor which there are no vertical arcs connecting singularities. Then if [@b],,, and 
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[@,,I, ure conreryenr harmonic mops rays. then the sequence of metrics [@b],,, are asymptotic 
to the harmonic mups ruy [@O],. 
Remark 1. As we noted in the introduction, Theorem 4.4 says that the harmonic maps 
from (.%I, a) to points on the ray [Ob]., map ‘near” polygons determined by the horizontal 
foliation of O,,, not U$,. In general, these horizontal foliations are topologically different, so 
that we begin to see how the domain surface (M, cr) plays a role in the geometric asymptotics 
of high energy harmonic maps; Theorem 4.3 says that (M, a) does not affect the measure- 
theoretic asymptotics of high energy harmonic maps. 
Remurk 2. The condition that a,, have only simple zeroes are no closed vertical arcs 
connecting zeroes is satisfied generically in QD(cr). At the end of the proof of the theorem. we 
will discuss the obstruction to extending the result to all quadratic differentials @,ESQD(~). 
Let Y’ denote the set of isotopy classes of simple closed curves. If (3, ~)E.KY and 
PI] ~9, then the intersection of [y] with (9, P) is i( [y]. (5.10) = i( [y], ~0 = ztr&). In the 
rest of this section. we will often consider the intersection of [;t] with the vertical measured 
foliation of a holomorphic quadratic differential @; we write this as i( [y]. pO._,). 
Pror,/: The idea is to consider a family ( [y,]} of simple closed curves with the property 
that if i([yi]. /I@.~~, 1 is ClOSC 10 i( [Yi]. /&D,,.,~, ), then Q, is close to aO. We then show that for 
each of thcsc classes of curves. their geodesic lengths on [U$,].. arc asymptotic to their 
gcodcsic lengths on [(D’o]n. We go on to show that since those geodesic lengths arc 
asymptotic, then i( [y,]. /lo ,,.” ,,) are asymptotic to i( [yi], B,@,([@ b],.)); hcrc @, associates 
hyperbolic metrics with holomorphic quadratic differentials on (M, a). not (M, a’). The 
estimates on li([Yi]. P,@,([ @;I]~,)) - i ([Yi], p(~,,.~~,)l will force @([CJ;,],,.) to rapidly 
approach r@,,. proving the theorem. 
We begin by setting the notation for the proof. Since [@bIna and [0D,], are convergent 
harmonic map rays, they have projectively equivalent vertical measured foliations, and we 
can replace (I$, E QD(b’) with a suitable multiple also called 0;. to ensure that for all 7 E 9, 
i( Crl- P ~~~~~~~~ = it [?I. PO,,.~~,). 
We next consider hyperbolic metrics p, = OD,‘(r@,) and p; = (D;‘(r@;). Now, pi is de- 
scribed from the perspective of c’, but it can also be vicwcd from u, and so we define 
@, = @,,‘(p;); 
here 0, E QD(o). Finally, set (Do., = @,/ 110, II E SQD(a). 
We now summarize part of the description of the horizontal trajectory structure of 
a quadratic differential Q, due to Jenkins and Strebel (see ([ZO], (j(i I I, 13) and ([7], $2.5)). Let 
a be a short vertical arc disjoint from the zeroes of 0. Label the two sides of a by z+ and sL-. 
Let 7 bc a horizontal trajectory emanating from PE 2’. Since only a countable number of 
horizontal trajectories from Q lead to critical points, we may assume that P is not one of 
these. 
There are then three possibilities: (I) y never returns to P. but returns first to P- E z-, 
(2) 7 never returns to P, but returns first to P ’ ECY+, (3) y returns to P. In each case, P is 
contained in a maximal subarc of a whose endpoints are either endpoints of a or points from 
which emanate trajectories which lead into critical points or endpoints of a. 
In the first case, we connect P- to P with a subarc z, of a to make a simple closed curve 
7 = 7 + a.,. The horizontal portion y of 7 sits inside a @rectangle embedded in M with two 
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@-short sides and two @long sides. Also. by replacing I:. and small portions of 7 near P and 
P- by an arc transverse to the vertical foliation of @, we can make the simple closed curve 
7 transverse to the vertical foliation of @; thus i(;‘. ld8,vcr) = i( [;‘I. pQ,vcr). 
In the second case. we need a more complicated construction. First let, 5’ and 3- be the 
portions of the arc I that are not vertical sides of rectangles constructed in the previous 
paragraph from trajectories running from zz+ to z-. Then since i(z+, p8.hor) = i(x-, P*.,,‘,~). 
and the previous discussion cuts out equal amounts of measure from z+ and zx-, we 
conclude that i(ji’. pO,ho,) = i(ji-, p g,hor)_ Thus it is possible to subdivide 2’ and 3?- into 
subarcs z,+ and z,-. j = I. 2.. . with the properties that (1) no interior points of zf and 
I,- are endpoints of x, have trajectories leading into endpoints of 1. or have trajectories 
leading to critical points, (2) i(x,+, pa,hor) = i(xj. pO.hor) and (3) for each j. there is a j’so that 
the trajectories emanating from ~f(z,T) lead onto r,~(x,~). Thus it is possible to build 
a closed curve 7 by choosing a point P,: in xf , following the trajectory yf emanating from it 
until it returns to z,!, then following a subarc of cx over to a point in 2,: from which we 
follow another horizontal trajectory from that point to a new point P,: in rx,:; finally we 
connect P,: to P,’ with a subarc of z. Again. the horizontal sections of this curve are interior 
horizontal arcs inside two embedded rectangles; also -7 can be perturbed to be simple. 
transverse and realizing the minimum vertical intersection number in its isotopy class. 
Finally. in the third case, 7 is an interior horizontal simple closed curve in an annulus 
foliated by curves homotopic to 7 and bounded by curves that pass through critical points. 
One can show that with only a finite number of vertical arcs z,, . . . , r,, the closures of 
the cmbcddcd rcctanglcs and annuli based at z fill M. 
We call the curves 7. whose horizontal scgmcnts lit inside the rcctanglcs and annuli. the 
core curves of a decomposition of M with rcspcot to (B into horizontal rcctanglcs based at 
SL, . . . . l z,. 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. From the description of a decomposition of M with respect to a0 
into horizontal rectangles, we can suppose that each ;‘i in a decomposition based at 
Q1.. . -9 a, avoids the zeroes of@, and does not contain a horizontal arc that passes through 
a zero of 0,. Now, the zeroes of 0, are separated by a distance of at least 2j.> 0 for some 
i. and so we can modify each yi in a 46 - @,-neighborhood of 0; l(O), (where ~5 Q I.) so that 
yi avoids a 26 - @,-neighborhood of @,O ‘(0). Such a procedure is illustrated in Figs 2a and 
2b. We can then further modify y, into ‘ii as shown in Fig. 2c so that y, is transverse to the 
vertical foliation of U+, near 0; ‘(O), and satisfies i(;li. po,,.,,r) = i([~,], P@“.“~~). Finally, we 
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make yi transvcrsc to the vertical foliation ncac the vertical arcs x,, . . . , a,. which we could 
have chosen originally to avoid a 2ij - cD,,-neighborhood of (D,; ‘(0). WC notice that these 
modifications arc indcpendcnt of the isotopy class of [Yi]~.!/‘. and so yield a set of 
realizations y,, yz, . . . which arc uniformly transvcrsc to the vertical foliation of CD,; i.e. the 
a-angle that y, makes with any vertical leaf of (D, is bounded away from zero by a constant 
which does not depend on [Y,]. 
Next since, @, has only simple zeroes. there is a neighborhood .I. of a, so that for 
YE A’, the zeroes of Y are separated by a y distance of at least i.. Since Yi has been 
constructed to bc uniformly transverse to the vertical foliation ol’ 0,,, WC can restrict to 
a subneighborhood ofA’ where for each ‘f’~~t’and each YE (y,, Yt, . . .), y is still uniformly 
transverse to the vertical foliation of Y, and still avoids a S-neighborhood of Y-‘(O). This 
proves parts (i) and (ii) of the lemma. Part (iii) of the lemma follows also from the continuity 
of the vertical transverse and vertical horizontal measures in a neighborhood of 0, in 
SQD(o), after possibly restricting to a subneighborhood. Cl 
Now let yi be one of the curves constructed in Lemma 4.5. We claim 
IIV,(CY,3) - 2i(CYil. Clfa~,,~cr )I 5 C(i(C;lil. Ib,,..er) + itC;‘il. /b,,t~~~))f~‘*e-‘~” (4.1) 
where C is independent of [Y,]. The proof is almost contained in estimates (2.1 la) and 
(2.11 b): there we show that the p,-length of the w, image of a horizontal arc H (away from 
@,O ’ (0)) is estimated by 
NH, ~~~~~~~~~ + CW, l.~,..~,)~“*e-~~’ 2 I,,,(w,(H)) 2 2i(H. P,~~.~~,). 
If V is a vertical arc which avoids a neighborhood of UJ,O’(O). then 
(4.2) 
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by an argument parallel to that for equation (2.1 la). Thus. if we approximate the yi 
constructed in Lemma 4.5 with curves yi which lie along only the horizontal and vertical 
and satisfy r(Yi. P@,,.~~~) = i(yi, P~,,.~~, . ) then estimate (4.1) follows from estimates (4.2) 
and (4.3). 
Next consider (&ESQD(CJ’). Since the measured vertical foliation of U$ is measure 
equivalent to the vertical foliation of 0,. and m0 has no closed vertical leaves between its 
zeroes and all of its zeroes are simple, we can suppose that 0; also has no closed vertical 
leaves between its zeroes so that all of its zeroes must be simple as well. Thus we can assume 
that the zeroes of U$, are separated by a @,b-distance of at least i.’ > 0 for some EL’. Thus we 
can find realizations 7; of [yi] which avoid a b’-neighborhood of @,b- '(0). by using the 
construction described in Lemma 4.5. 
So, by an argument analogous to that for (4.1), we get the estimate 
Thus, since ‘( [ri]. pa,,,,,,) = i( [yi], /+,.rer). we have 
I’p,(CYil) - lp;(CUil)l I; cG(CYil. jhrcr) + i(Ci’il* jh.hor) 
+ i( [vi]. j+.hor))l I” Y - “’ ’ 
for some new constants C and c. 
(4.4) 
Recall that we dcfincd @, to be @, = @i ‘(11,‘)~ QD(a); WC now claim that t - ’ IIcD,II is 
bounded away from zero. To see this, first notice that for a harmonic map w:(M. a) -+ 
(M. p). a straightforward algebraic argument establishes that I E(w. n. p) - 2 II @(/I) II I < 
- 27~~ ([23]. Lemma 3.2). whcrc x is the Euler characteristic of M. Thus it suffices to show 
that t - ’ E(wj, 0.p;) is bounded away from zero. whcrc H’; : (M, a) 4 (M, p;) is the harmonic 
map bctwcen (M, a) and (M, I);). But estimates (4.1) and (4.4), applied to a curve y (which 
automatically satisfies i([r]. p@,,.+,) > 0) shows that I,,;([;,,]) > C’(y)r”‘. An easy cncrgy 
estimate then establishes that E(w,‘, 6. pi) > [C(a, y)r”z]2, proving the claim. 
Now let [y] E 9. Because all of the zeroes of (D, and @iI are simple we claim that WC’ can 
find reprcscntativcs y0 (and yb) of [y] that avoid a S - @,-neighborhood (and (S - @;- 
neighborhood) of the zeroes of CD,, (and U$). and satisfies i(yO, p*,,,..I) = i(yb, pab.rcr) = 
i( Crl, jhrcr ). This follows from a construction similar to that in Lemma 4.5: if a rcpresent- 
ative of pi] with minimal intersection number (with the vertical foliation of mO, e.g.) passes 
through a zero, then a series of moves like those illustrated in Fig. 3 shows how we might 
push y off the zero while still preserving its intersection number with 0, (or @,b). In Fig. 3a, 
we use that because there are no closed critical vertical arcs, no closed curve can be 
contained in a critical vertical arc. 
The importance of this observation is that we can assert estimate (4.4) for all simple 
closed curves. Recall that C+,., = @,/II@, II. Also, recall that in [23] (Lemma 4.7) we showed 
that if II 0 { I,,,( [y] I E-y] E 9’) and n CJ { IP;( [y])l f~] E 9) converged in PR’< (where 
rt: R’c -+ PR’C is the projection onto the projective space), then n~~fiO~(~;) converged to 
n 3 /l@,(p,). This then says that we can conclude from estimate (4.4) that 0,., + QO. The 
content of Theorem 4.4 is a statement about the rate of convergence. 
Next, we notice that (4. I) holds not only for @,, but for all Q, E QD(a) in a neighborhood 
of (Do in QD(bO); this means that for ‘I’ near a,, in QD(a). we have 
lk~;~f~~)(CYil) - WCYil. Aul. wr )I ~2 C(i(CYiI. PPP.W) + i(h’il. ~‘P.hor))e-C”SYI”“* (4.5) 
This follows because in Lemma 4.5 we chose representatives yi of pi,] that avoid neighbor- 
hoods of the zeroes of V as well as those of 0e; thus all of our estimates on H(a, @i ‘(I@,)) 
away from the zeroes of a,, hold as well for .K(u, (Pi ‘(A’)), away from the zeroes of Y. If 
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WC now XI .sY = (0,. for I large enough to force (D,,., E. 1 ‘. WC conclude 
II,P;( [Yi] 1 - “( [;‘a I. I’<U,. YCr )I 5 c(i(c?,], jlcD,,vcr) + i([T,]. jkD,,ht,r)k -“!‘@“” (4.6) 
WC combine estimates (4. I ). (4.4) and (4.6) and the fact that I- ’ )I CD, 11 > C to find 
We claim next that for r sulficicntly large. 
f([~il)/i([~i3~ /h,vcr) < ko3 (4.8) 
where k,, does not dcpcnd on [;,I, and {yi) arc the core curves of the decomposition of 
M with respect to OD, into horizontal rrctanglcs given by Lemma 4.5. Since I([si]) is a sum 
of terms. the argument proceeds term by term. 
We consider first the term i([y,], pQ,,.hor)/i([;‘i], pg,,_). The contributions of y, to 
i( [?,I, !I*,,.~,,~) come from neighborhoods of the zcrocs of aD, whcrc yi “runs around” the 
zeroes and from subarcs of zk which close the horizontal trajectory. Note that 
i( I,. P*,,.~_,) < k , . and each ;‘i emanating from zk contains B definite amount of @,-vertical 
mcusurc bctwcen intersections with zk. Then, since the zeroes of (DO arc also separated by 
a dcfinitc amount of @,I-vcrticaI mcaurc, and near each zero of a,. we also add to ‘ii only 
;i bounded amount of CD,,-horizontal mcasurc, WC see that 
indrpendcnt of [yi]. 
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Next we consider the term i( [yi]. ~~,.~~~)!‘i( pii]. pa,+,). Recall that we were able to 
realize [;‘i] by curves yi which were uniformly transverse to the vertical foliation of CD,. 
Consider the images of these curves under a measure preserving homeomorphism 
cp: .&I 4 .!I which takes the vertical foliation of Qc, onto the vertical foliation of 0;; because 
the vertical foliation of a0 admits no Whitehead moves collapsing closed vertical arcs 
between zeroes of a0 or @b, and neither Q0 nor @b has multiple zeroes to be pulled apart, we 
can take cp to be a diffeomorphism off of neighborhoods of 0, ‘(0). Thus cp(yi) will be 
uniformly transverse to the vertical foliation of U$, in the sense that the 6’ angle between 
cp(;‘,) and a vertical leaf of @,b is bounded away from zero by a constant that does not depend 
on c;‘i]. It follows easily that since all pii] are contained in a compact set, 
i([;lil. k;.hor)/i(Cj)il. P~+w) = i(bil. k,.hor)/i(C;lil~ Pa+vcr) <k, (4.10) 
Finally, we consider the last two terms i( [ri]. P,-I~,. ,,,) and i( [yi]. p- I$,. her). We have 
already seen that (Do,, + a0 in QD(a). so that, for c sufficiently large, we have U+,., E-+ _. the 
neighborhood of 0, constructed in Lemma 4.5. Recall also that IIt-‘@I 11 is bounded away 
from zero, and that i( pi], p(s\Y,rer) = s “‘i([v], pvWve,): we conclude that i([y]. pl-~O,.vcr) = 
II t- ’ 0, II ‘,” 4 Crl. bhver ). Now it is not difficult to see that 11 f -‘@, 11 is bounded above: we 
start by noticing that the energy of the harmonic map from (M, a) to (M, p:) is bounded by 
the energy of the composition of the harmonic map from (M. a’) to (M, p;) with a map from 
(hf. a) to (hf. a’). Then, since the harmonic map from (M. a’) to (hf. pi) has energy bounded 
by a multiple of r. and Zll(D,II is less than the energy of the harmonic map from (M, a) to 
(hf. 1);). we see that IIr-‘(D,II < k,; thus. WC conclude from (4.9) and Lemma 4.5(iii) that 
whcrc k, dots not depend on [y,J or 1. Estimates (4.9). (4.10) and (4.1 I) show (4.X). and 
permit us to conclude 
where k does not depend on [yi]. 
The major tool we use to complete the proof of Theorem 4.4 is a slight gcncralization of 
uniqueness theorems of Strebel ([ZO]. Theorem 20.5). Strebel-Mardcn ([20]. Theorem 24.2) 
and Gardincr ([7]. Theorem 9). A similar estimate was given by Kerckhoff ([14], 
Lemma 3.2). 
LEMMA 4.6. Ler 0, Y EQD(u), let {Ai} he the core curves o/u decomposition of M with 
respect to CD into horkontul rectangles. und let ( Bj} be the core curves of a decomposition of 
M with respect to ‘I’ into horkontul rectunyles. Suppose thut we hulv the esrimurrs 
(4. I3a) 
(4. I3b) 
Then 110 - \Y II < C&l’* where C depends only on Q, and ‘I’. 
Prooj: Let L, be the O-width of the rectangle corresponding to Ai and M, the Y-width of 
the rectangle corresponding to B,; let z = x + iy be the natural parameter for Q, = d:’ and 
i = < + iv the natural parameter for Y = d<‘. Thus cii([Ai]. p@.,,,)L[ = I)Q,II and 
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Cj i(CB,l. Pyr.~er ).ifj = /(Y/I. Our second hypothesis (4.13b) implies that for each Bj 
d: = i(CSjl. PV.~C~ 1 < iCCB,l. ~0.~~~) + N[B,l. PY~.~,,) 
= J IR~,‘KLFI + Ei([BjI, PT.,,,) B, 
Thus 
Next we sum over the rectangles to find 
the last equality following from considering M as the union of the rcctanglcs in a decompo- 
sition of hf. Applying Cauchy-Schwarz, we find 
and so 
II y II < (JJ wwwr)“*( JJMw11)l12 + cl,y,I = I, Q, ,,‘E2 (I Y 1) 1’  + E I( Y I( 
1) Y II Ii2 - ll@pll “2 < & 11 Y (I Is2 (4.14) 
Next we use the decomposition for M with respect to @; working in the natural coordinates 
for UJ. we have 
= JJ (2 + qf dxdy (because the change of coordinates from i to z is holomorphic) M 
L, dM1. k..,) 
= II J rf d.r dy + qx’ dx dy i 0 0 JJ M 
2 C(L,/i([A,l, po.,,,)MTC41~ Fe..,,) - &iN419 P0.rcr))2 + JJ qf dx dy I M 
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= ~.ii([A,J.~,...,)(l - E)* + il qz’ dx dy .u 
= (1 - &)ZII@ j + 
i!: 
r/i dx dy 
H 
Thus, 
ss 
qf d.r dy I Ij Y /I - (I - E)~ II 0 I( < E ( II T /I ’ ‘( II Q, II w + II \Y I( Ii’) + (2 - E) II Q, II } by (4.14) 
Now 9, is harmonic where it is well-defined, and it is certainly well-defined in a ball B,(p) of 
O-radius r around a point p that does not include one of the finitely many zeroes of 0 and Yy. 
In such a ball, we have the estimate 
Itl,(p)I = CArea,(&(p))l- ’ 
I, [Arca,(B,(p))l- I,” (~~q:d.xdy)‘:’ 5 C,2’z, (4.15) 
where C, depends only on II CD 11 and /I Y 11 and r. 
To use this estimate, WC cut the surface M open along 2s curves {C,} which avoid the 
zcrocs of CD and Y to obtain a polygon I’. WC cover the curves {C,} with a finite number of 
disks D,,,(p,) of O-radius 6/2 with J chosen sufficiently small to ensure that D,(P,) is 
disjoint from the zcrocs of (D and Y. In each of these disks, if : = ?I + iy is the natural 
coordinate for 0 and i = < + iq for Y. then Y(~)dc’ = (<, + iq,)‘dz*; also, in each of the 
coordinate disks of radius 5, thcrc is a well-dcfincd non-zero branch of Y(c), and the 
estimate (4.15) implies that 
IlrnVG(?)l < C,r:“* 
in that disk. Thus, by Schwarz’s formula ([I], p. 167) applied to the holomorphic function 
fi in the coordinate disk, WC conclude that on the disk BdIl(p,), 
I Ji$Yj - JiTQ < c,P. 
Thus, because II Y 11 and 11 Q, II are bounded, we conclude that 
lY(:) - Y(p,)( < C,&“2 
on Bbi2(pj)_ Hence, for a constant cj, since O(Z) = @(pi) = 1 in the natural coordinates on 
Sd,2(Pj). we find 
[Y(Z) - c;uq:)l < C,&? (4.16) 
Using(4.16) on the neighborhood overlaps f?d,2(~,)r\ B,,,,(p,) # 0, WC see that Ic, - c~[ -Z 
C,E”*, so since there are only a finite number of coordinate disks, we conclude that near the 
boundary of the polygon P, 
Since P is simply connected and 
boundary condition (4.17) extends 
[Y(z) - cuqz)l < c,c”*. (4.17) 
Y(Z) - c@(c) is holomorphic on P, we see that the 
by the maximum principle to hold everywhere on M. 
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Moreover. from (4.17) and (4.14). one can easily show that Ic - I I < C,E’ ‘. Thus, 
[Y(Z) - u’(Z)/ < C,&“! 
and hence jj IYy(:) - U’(z)1 dx d~s < C&l ‘, as claimed. 3 
We now continue with the proof of Theorem 4.4. We wish to invoke Lemma 4.6 with 
@ = (Do and Y = t- lo,. Hypothesis (4.13a) of the lemma is contained in the inequality 
(4.12). with E = ke-‘b”, but we need to justify hypothesis (4.13b). 
To this end. consider the neighborhood -1’ of d’,, constructed in Lemma 4.5. and 
a decomposition { [y[]) of AI with respect to U.‘O., into horizontal rectangles; here we choose 
t large enough so that U&E. I*. We want to show that inequality (4.12) holds for { [?I] ,\ as 
well as for [ pji] ). To see this. notice first that since CD,,, E _ t -, the zeroes of U& are separated 
by a (&,, distance of at least i.. and so we can argue as before to find realizations y! of [yf] 
which avoid a S - (&-neighborhood of U’;.: (0) and are uniformly transverse to the vertical 
foliation of O,‘.,. In fact. after possibly restricting to a subneighborhood . f“ of ,t” and 
choosing r large enough so that @“., E _ t “, we can suppose that we can find a decomposition 
( [y!] ) and realizations y! E [yf] so that (i) yf avoids a neighborhood of QO., radius 6 of 
0,0.:(O) and 0, radius S of @O’(O). and (ii) 7: is uniformly transverse both to the foliation of 
@,,., and to the foliation of OO. Here we use that as Y” 4 CD,, we have Y; ‘(0) -+ 0, ‘(0) 
pointwise; moreover. off of a neighborhood of M containing u .‘f’; ‘(0) u @; ‘(0). the angle 
bctwecn the vertical foliation of 0,’ and the vertical foliation of Yy, tends uniformly to zero. 
On the other hand, our construction of uniformly transversal curves dcpcnds only upon the 
minimal distance bctwccn zeroes of Y’, and the minimal vertical intcrscction number of 
a closed curve on Y,. both of which arc bounded from below in a suitable neighborhood in 
QD(n) of ‘I’,,. 
Thus since 18 is uniformly transverse to the @,-vertical foliation, our arguments for II 
inequality (4.12) hold for [yi] as well as for [y,]. and so WC may conclude 
I it Crf 3. pr ‘q.bcr) - i(lXl. h,.rcr)l 5 ki(Cyfl. 14 10,,vc,)e -‘b” 
This then satisfies hypothesis (4.13b). and WC can apply Lemma 4.6 to conclude that 
II@” - l-l@,ll < pp+ 
In particular, from inequality (4.17). we find that 
l@,(c) - f - ‘@,I < k”r -Q\,:, 
and it is easy to check that this is suff’cient to conclude that [oO],, is asymptotic to the 
harmonic maps ray [U$],,.. 0 
Rrmurk. Quadratic differentials Y, with higher order zeroes present difficulties because 
of the presence of curves 7 which satisfy i(y. Pi,,,,,,) = i(pi], pv,,,,,,) but have 7 passing 
through Iv; ‘(0) in an essential way. For these curves, the hyperbolic length 1, l,,l,,(Cj’]) 
has a positive contribution from the image of the regions near YO ‘(0). Informally. the 
@-‘(PP,,) geodesic representative of [y] may pass from one side of an ideal geodesic 
n + 2-gon (determined by a zero of order n > I of YO) to another, picking up a positive 
amount of length in the crossing. This then intcrfcrcs with estimates like (4.1). 
A~.Ln~,~Lclyc,mmfs I am grateful IO Gordana Matic for a conversation which led to the main lemma and a law 
convcrwllon on the phrasing ofTheorcm 3.1. I would also like lo thank the rcfcree for his many useful suggestions. 
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